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Abstract: 

This paper shall denote the significance of song and its centrality in terms of formulating 

nuances that are related to Mizo identity.Mizoram is located in northeast India, and much of 

its literature has been seeped in oral tradition ,where song has played a major role in 

defining cultural dynamics.  

                      
                       Song has been regarded to be a measure of culture in various dimensions. The 

song styles of cultures that are relatively simple differ in consistent ways from the song styles 

of technically more advanced societies.1Song has been recognized to be a form of universal 

behavior and Alan Lomax argues in an essay that the relationship established between song 

style and social structure , “is that every cultural system has an internal congruence reflected 

in its expressive and communication systems.”2 Song style and composition remains integral 

to each culture and denotes its basic inter relationships within the human arena.In keeping 

with this aspect Alan Merriam has also denoted that “All people ,in no matter what culture 

,must be able to place their music firmly in the context of their beliefs,experiences, and 

activities,for without such ties, music cannot exist.”3This essay will also base its arguments 

upon the stand denoted by various ethnomusicologists who have reiterated that music in 

culture can also be significantly studied as ‘ music as culture’.It will illustrate that  song style 

and composition  of the Mizos are very much  in keeping with the culture and ethos of the 

community. 

                        Mizoram and its inhabitants, the Mizos have predominantly located the aspect 

of song within their sensibility. Song has been central and well embedded in the Mizo 

ethos.Mizos have been portrayed fond of song and in the wake of this aspect, there has been a 

                                                            
1 Merriam’s argument in ‘The Anthropology of Music’ 
2 See ‘Folk Song and Cultural Style’ 
3 Merriam’s depiction in the essay denoted above. 
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spate of song compositions which were  secular as well as non secular by nature.The  Mizo 

community has based its developments upon arenas which are predominantly central to the 

development of the community,namely the  pre missionary as well as the post missionary 

period.  The advent of the missionaries to Mizoram in the year 1889 was a landmark  for 

Mizos.Prior to this however there were many songs that were composed and offered 

especially to the various elements of nature that were around. While there are arguments that 

specify that songs were central to the Mizo existence there are critics who argue that  there 

was a time especially when the Mizos who occupied the area that lay to the west of Lentlang  

had no significant song culture to speak of at all.4.Chronology has become not merely 

complicated but suspect especially with regards to the origin of song and thus,rather than 

dwell upon the chronological parameters it has always made better sense amongst  the 

cultural critics to trace the ‘song types’ as  represented within the Mizo community5. Within 

the song tradition of the Mizos there are inherently  three categories  of songs that are 

popularly acknowledged. These are  

i)Pipute hla (song of the pre missionary era) 

ii)Sakhaw thar hla(song of the missionary era) 

iii)Tunlai hlate(song of the contemporary era) 

                            Amongst these classifications  Pipute hla is actually the oldest in terms of 

the genre and at times it is also referred to as ‘hmanlai hla’ or songs of old and they are 

believed to have had ample bearing upon Mizo oral literature.However their underlying 

significance still remains very central.These songs were usually of two lines and later on 

there were songs that contained three lines as well.In terms of what could possibly be termed 

as ‘coherent chronology’,this song type can perhaps be classified under three distinct 

divisions: 

i)songs originating from inhabitants who migrated from the East of the Tiau river 

ii)songs originating from inhabitants who migrated after crossing the Tiau river 

iii)songs originating from inhabitants who migrated after the nineteenth  century 

                                                            
4 K.Zawla cultural historian denotes this in his essays. 
5 As classified by researchers such as B.Lalthangliana and L.T.L. Khiangte. 
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                              While the Mizos were located within the east  of the Tiau river, they 

composed  various songs and these were, classified under categories such as :Dar hla,Nau 

awih hla,Bawh hla,Hlado,Pi Hmuaki hla Chawngchen zai and Chai hla to name but a 

few.There were also consistent changes  that were made to these songs  from time to 

time.Song composition continued even after they migrated   from the Tiau river, and thus 

there were songs that were composed ,and  based upon various individuals.Some of these 

were  Darmani hla6,Mangkhaia hla,Lianchhiari zai and Saikuti zai7 .With the advent of 

Christianity, literacy also was established to a tremendous extent and it enhanced the 

composition of song. Various types of song were composed and some of these were 

Awithangpa zai,Puma zai,Tlanglam zai .There were also genres such as Dar hla,Bawh hla 

and Hlado,found within the Mizo song tradition.Dar hla were  song that were rendered to the 

accompaniment of the ‘dar’ or traditional Mizo gong.The ‘darbu’ or set of gongs were used to 

accompany these songs.This category of songs were   actually deemed to be amongst the 

oldest of  Mizo songs and the lyrics were actually very simple and they were actually  

composed in order to be  sung in accompaniment of the gongs. Amongst these were songs 

such as , Liando te unau ,Kinga lu thle lekah which  were composed ,bereft of the 

complexities of verse.Apart from these there were also songs that were known as hlado and  

bawh hla.These were in fact regarded to be almost one and the same thing. However there 

were songs that were used for both the animal as well as human race. Hlado especially was 

used at the time of hunting and it was a chant that was rendered by the warrior .This cry was 

rendered by the hunters at almost every place they rested in ,and thus it was regarded to be of 

especial significance. The warrior rendered this cry over the dead body of the slain enemy, 

and this chanting of the cry was dependent upon the general atmosphere,in that, if the 

conditions were still very tense the chant could go totally unrendered. If such a circumstance 

took place then the  warriors would  render this cry as lustily as possible when they were 

about to enter their village.8It was also  chanted on the  celebration of the heads that had been  

hunted down.Bawh hla however was not as chanted as often as hlado.However,  both bawh 

hla and hlado were verse that celebrated the  bravery as well as the successes of Mizo heroes.  

                  Apart from this, there was another genre that was classified as thiam hla.This type 

of song was especially chanted only by the priests.It was regarded to be  sacred verse and it 

                                                            
6 Hla is literally song in the Mizo.It could however be used for song as well as verse within the Mizo context 
thus verse and song have been used interchangeably within the essay. 
7 Zai denotes the aspect of  song. 
8 These observations have been rendered by B.Lalthangliana, cultural critic. 
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thus was inaccessible to the public at large.So sacred was this verse that even the relatives  or 

the children of the priests had no access to them. The verse was also learnt  in secret and the 

song itself was of two types (just as there were two types of priests).One category comprised  

the religious aspect and these were called  dawi,kawngpui siam, sedawi and dawino chhui 

.The other category comprised the medicinal aspects and the verse  was specifically 

composed for occasions associated in terms of animal sacrifice or with regards to the spirit 

world.There were various aspects to the sacrifice ,and thus, there were as many songs that 

were rendered for  the same.Within the same genre there were  songs that were also sung on 

mass at gatherings, and this genre actually had very many compositions and some of them 

were classified as Chawngchen zai,Chai hla,Salu lam zai and Puma zai.Chawngchen zai has 

been regarded to be  amongst the oldest in terms of Mizo verse.The various compositions that 

were  rendered within this category were  actually named after their places of origin and 

composition.Some of these were Tlangkhaw zai,Dawn zai,Lumtui zai .Some of these songs 

were those that  originated from the villages that were located within the Chin 

hills.Significant amongst these were  Zai lam hlapui, Tlangkhaw zai,Tlangphei zai ,and there 

were also songs that represented aspects that were related to  Mizo life . 

              Chai hla falls within the realm of a  predominantly older variety of song within the 

Mizo tradition ( just as Chawngchen zai).In terms of chronology ,its  exact date of origin is 

ambiguous but it is clear that as a genre it is intrinsically interrelated to the spring festival of 

Chapchar kut as well. Within this genre there were verse such as Thailungi zai,Lalvunga 

zai,Darthiangi zai, and Zopui zai.Usually the chai had songs that were of two lines only and 

were of varying song compositions.The predominant mood was that of festivity and 

merriment and these songs were sung in times of  happiness and this accounted for the 

popularity of the tradition.Puma zai 

was another genre within the Mizo tradition that was actually  rendered in times of mass 

gatherings.9It  was actually song that originated at the time when there was a significant 

transition between the old and new religious order within the Mizo society.There was 

therefore, a distinct difference  in terms of the composition of the song  and Puma zai by 

itself  created significant controversy amidst the Mizo society as well.10The  advent of the 

Christian missionaries and the subsequent impact of Christianity as a religion within the 

                                                            
9 R.L.Thanmawia has denoted these aspects in his study on Mizo verse 
10 Rev.Vanlalchhuanawma has denoted the significance of the movement in his book,a text that remains seminal 
towards the same. 
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society created a hurdle for the people at large.As a reaction to the massive impact of the 

Christian mission ,the village chiefs and various other Mizos composed verse in reaction to 

the same.The missionaries had brought about a significant change in terms of the already 

,coherently established song tradition of the Mizos and songs  were translated and rendered 

into harmony by them from the original Western compositions by the Welsh 

missionaries.These songs managed to replace the traditional verses of the land and as a result, 

a significant majority amongst the Mizo community rose up in retaliation against the new 

song order.The move was supported by the local chiefs ,who were determined to keep alive 

the older song tradition and significantly it was at this time that Puma zai came into 

existence.It was regarded to have originated from the Biate community  during 1830-50 ,(but 

however there are no coherent aspects to the same with regards to accurate chronology).The 

genre  was actually very popular within Mizoram during 1880 onwards  and apart from other 

verses ,the song would  end with the term ‘Puma’  at the end the  song.Puma meant God in 

the Biate dialect.The songs were regarded to be a beckoning  to the old traditions and because 

it was inter laced with yearning and cultural sentiment , it managed to gain immense 

popularity amidst the masses.It had significant appeal amongst the chiefs and the commoners 

,old as well as young people within the community. 

                Other categories of  song types which were and are still integral to the Mizo 

tradition are Tlanglam zai,Lengzem zai,Chheih zai and Zawlbuk zai.There  were also  songs 

that were composed  after certain  individuals .These were  songs such as Pi Hmuaki 

zai,Lalvunga zai,Darthiangi zai and  they were usually three lined verse.All these songs 

within the pre missionary period were very simple songs in composition and there  was 

nothing that was inherently  moralistic or significantly complex  in them.Each song however 

was unique and each  had its own lyrical connotations.11The period saw the rapid 

composition of songs that were usually of two or three lines only and in fact it was regarded 

that two lined verse were of a prior origin than the three lined verse.There were songs that 

incorporated a number  of words from other languages as well and  these were undoubtedly 

much more complicated by nature.Most of the songs incorporated themes that were related to  

contemporary life and as a result of this,they were  very popular. 

                               Christianity however brought about a significant shift in stance.The 

composition differed immensely and there was a marked paradigm shift as well.All the songs 

                                                            
11 These aspects have been denoted from the works of B.Lalthangliana. 
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were initially translated ,and had but one theme,that of celebrating the love of God.These 

were dimensions that were markedly different from the original Mizo verses.The latter 

decades of the nineteenth century saw the development of song in terms of a Christian 

tradition.Apart from changing the face of the Mizo song tradition ,Christianity has also 

brought about a significant change in terms of an all round development within the Mizo 

sensibility.A majority of the compositions of songs were translations  from the English 

versions and thus translation too was rendered in terms of  a coherent dimension .By the end 

of 1899, the missionaries had  published the first Christian hymnal, and it was four and half 

inches in length and it had thirty six  pages to it, with as many as eighteen songs to the 

same.The first hymns  were ,as earlier mentioned  in translation and the first song was called   

‘Isua vanah a awm a’ 12and this translation has been roughly attributed to the year 

1894.Christian hymns were increasing in terms of composition and by 1904 the Mizo hymn 

book was reprinted  and as many as 44 songs were added to the same. 

                        Apart from the aspect of Christianity there are various dimensions to the song 

tradition of the Mizos that deserve coherent mention.A genre entitled ‘hnam hla’ or songs 

pertaining to culture and nationalism were also composed ,within the twentieth century.As 

Mizos had always been under the rule of different  chiefs under various villages,there was not 

much to unite them into aspects of oneness or even nationalism at any point of time.However 

by 1908-1911, there arose a feeling of unity and nationalism in the hearts of the young Mizo 

men.Thanga,a young Mizo, while studying in Shillong thus penned songs such as 

“Mizoram,Mizoram ka thlahlel che”13. Similarly,with the advent of political parties such as 

the Mizo Union in 1946 which incidentally was the first political party to be set up,there was 

a rapid feeling of unity .Songs by Rokunga14 were also sung to a great extent and it has been 

regarded that from his songs greatly influenced the Mizo National Front15 party,and it was 

regarded that his compositions promoted Mizo unity and solidarity.Some of his songs,such as 

“hmangaihna hi chakna ani’16 depict aspects related to nationalism.The song celebrates the 

fact that ‘youth should stand for the  land’.He also propagated the idea of ‘zalenna’ or 

freedom and in the same vein he urged youth to rise and take a stand.Laltanpuia also was 

another prominent composer and  in 1964, he composed songs such as ‘Zoram hi kan ram 

                                                            
12 Jesus resides in Heaven… 
13 Mizoram,Mizoram,I  yearn for you… 
14 An inherently talented and prominent composer,often  regarded to be perhaps the most celebrated within the 
age. 
15 The regional party which fought for Mizo independence . 
16 Love is strength…  
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ani’17 and ‘Independence kan Zoram tan’18.With the advent of the  insurgency in 1966, there 

was mass destruction of Mizoram and especially the village of Sialsuk, where  he hailed from  

was destroyed, and his sentiments have been especially recorded in the songs that he 

specifically composed on the basis of this aspect.Kaphleia,a young man  who hailed from 

Tachhip, also composed  many songs to the cause of unity and integrity in Mizoram and his 

compositions have explicit references to  the fact that the things that are rendered by men  

“must be rendered for God and the state”. His appeal is often to ‘Zoram ka ram’19.Mention 

must be made here of composers such as  Captain L. Z. Sailo who composed “Insuihkhawm 

leh zai I rel ang u”20. 

                      To denote that ‘culture is dynamic’ is very commonplace. Transition has  

inherently been integral to the  human experience, even though the rates of change may differ 

one from the other.However,despite this  culture is also in various ways ‘stable’ even as there 

are threads of continuity that run through every culture. As such, while there have been 

underlying changes in terms of the song tradition of the Mizos, it must also be noted that the 

changes have occurred in terms of representing the dynamics of change within the Mizo 

society.Ethnomusicologists often  make frequent references to the fact that music is 

considered to be one of the most ‘stable elements of culture’.Similarly within the Mizo 

tradition, this remains true to a large extent.Even as there has been transition from orality to 

the written perspective within the Mizo society,and even as there has been a pre Christian as 

well as a Christian perspective not merely to society but to the composition of song as well,it 

must be observed that song and its accompanying music remained a factor of stability within 

the Mizo community.A study of this dimension has thus concerned itself ,not merely with the 

composition of song but with the rapid development of  Mizo society and its concerns, and 

the subsequent transformation that has been inherent towards the same and in a similar vein,it 

is  imperative that there remains the comprehension that the dynamics of song tradition 

within the  Mizo perspective are intrinsically interlinked to the life and ethos  of the 

community. 
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